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Transportation planninga b s t r a c t
The last decade has witnessed very active development in two broad, but separate fields,
both involving understanding and modeling of how individuals move in time and space
(hereafter called ‘‘travel behavior analysis” or ‘‘human mobility analysis”). One field
comprises transportation researchers who have been working in the field for decades
and the other involves new comers from a wide range of disciplines, but primarily
computer scientists and physicists. Researchers in these two fields work with different
datasets, apply different methodologies, and answer different but overlapping questions.
It is our view that there is much, hidden synergy between the two fields that needs to
be brought out. It is thus the purpose of this paper to introduce datasets, concepts, knowl-
edge and methods used in these two fields, and most importantly raise cross-discipline
ideas for conversations and collaborations between the two. It is our hope that this paper
will stimulate many future cross-cutting studies that involve researchers from both fields.
 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Contents
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Research in human movement in time and space has been around for at least over five decades (Weiner, 1999).
Motivated by the need to forecast future travel demand to better guide the investment of often mega-scale transporta-
tion projects, transportation researchers have long sought to develop models to predict how people travel in time and
space and seek to understand the factors that affect travel-related choices. Recently, grand challenges such as global
warming and air pollution can all be traced to the over-reliance on automobiles, further motivating transportation
researchers and practitioners to develop effective strategies to move toward more sustainable modes of transportation
(e.g., public transit and walking and biking). For decades, transportation researchers have largely used data of active
solicitation, including, for example, travel surveys where subjects are asked to self-report their activities and travels
via paper, web, or phone interviews; travel surveys coupled with GPS loggers during which subjects are asked to both
complete questionnaires and carry GPS loggers; and pure GPS-based surveys during which subjects are only asked to
carry GPS loggers (Wolf et al., 2001; Axhausen et al., 2003; Hato et al., 2006; Stopher et al., 2008a, 2008b; Bohte and
Maat, 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Gong et al., 2011). In the last type, information about subjects’ activities and travels still
need to be inferred from the collected GPS traces. All these surveys share a common characteristics and that is: active
solicitation—subjects and information on their travels are actively recruited. Probably because of this attribute, these
surveys are limited by a relatively small sample size (TMIP, 2013). In this paper, we refer to data of active solicitation
as small data.
Parallel to the continued use of small data in transportation research, the rapid rise and prevalence of mobile technologies
have enabled the collection of a massive amount of passive data (big data), which have resulted in a surge of studies on
human movement (e.g., Gonzalez et al., 2008; Kang et al., 2012a, 2012b; Calabrese et al., 2013). Passive data refers to those
data not collected through active solicitation; rather it is generated for purposes that are not intended but can be potentially
used for research. Examples include mobile phone sightings generated by phone operators for operation purposes (Calabrese
et al., 2011), social media data generated voluntarily by users’ online activities (Chen and Schintler, forthcoming), and smart-
card data collected at many transit systems worldwide (Pelletier et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2013). Passively collected, such data is
very different from data of active solicitation (small data) that are familiar to most transportation researchers and thus
requires different methods and techniques for processing and modeling. The first purpose of this paper is to introduce
passively collected big data to transportation researchers, provide a state of the art review of the methods used, and identify
areas of gap that are particularly important for transportation planners.
More importantly, this paper seeks to identify cross-disciplinary concepts and opportunities for both transportation
researchers who have traditionally used small data and big data researchers. Our discussion will be on three important
subareas of travel behavior research: (1) behavioral factorswhere the interest is identifying factors that explain travel behav-
iors and uncover the underlying causal mechanisms; (2) modeling travel behavior where models are developed to predict
human movement behaviors; and (3) human mobility patterns where pattern recognition is an important goal. It is our view
that the recent advances made with the use of the big data have the potential to drive fundamental advances in research in
human mobility and at the same time, knowledge accumulated in transportation research in the past many decades can
guide big data studies to answer questions that matter to the society, in particular, those relating to transportation invest-
ment decisions and policies in urban environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an introduction of the big data as well as a review of the current
methodologies is provided. Our focus is on passively generated mobile phone dataset. In analyzing human mobility patterns,
passively generated mobile phone data has emerged as the most frequently used (and possibly the most reliable) data source
(Gonzalez et al., 2008). Other data sources cannot capture the full spectrum of an individual’s mobility pattern over multiple
days, involving the use of multiple modes of transportation. Examples include the use of taxi data that is mostly suitable for
studying drivers’ patterns in searching for passengers (Jiang et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012), use of transit smart card data that
only captures the use of transit modes (Long and Thill, 2015), or the use of social media data whose spatial and temporal
resolutions are much lower than those of mobile phone data and biased toward certain locations (Cheng et al., 2011;
Noulas et al., 2012). The target audience of Section 2 is transportation researchers who are familiar with the small, survey
data but not the big data that has been recently utilized. In Sections 3–5, we discuss cross-disciplinary concepts and ideas in
the three subareas noted earlier. Concluding discussions are provided in Section 6.
Fig. 1. An example cellular network.
Table 1
Sample records in CDR data.a
X Y ID Time Duration (sec)
195925 32464 J000001 82141 81
195925 32464 J000001 82456 75
195018 31555 J000002 82100 140
a XY coordinates are transferred from geographical coordinate system. A conversion can be made to convert them into the absolute latitude and longitude
coordinates.
Table 2





a Time is Unix timestamp—defined as the number of seconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Coordi-
nated Universal Time, Thursday, 1 January 1970.
b Location is the longitude and latitude coordinates of mobile phones.
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2.1. Nature of passively-generated anonymous mobile phone data
2.1.1. Data types
The location information in a passive mobile phone dataset is generated as the result of a phone’s communicating with
the cellular network maintained and operated by cellular network operators (e.g., phone providers); this process is called
positioning. A cellular network is one that enables mobile phones to communicate with each other; it comprises multiple
base stations, each serving an area, which is called a cell (Fig. 1). Each cell has a unique cell ID.
Mobile phone positioning is required when a user communicates with the network (Ficek and Kencl, 2012). When a user
initiates a network connection event (e.g. a voice-call), the cellular network operator needs to know his/her location in order
to determine the cell tower used to channel this event. Thus, the positioning data (containing information on users’ loca-
tions) is generated when an event occurs. Such data is automatically and passively generated for cellular network operators’
own purposes, including billing information collection and network management.
Positioning can result in two types of mobile phone data. The CDR data (CDR) is probably the most widely used today
(e.g., Gonzalez et al., 2008; Kang et al., 2012a, 2012b). Every record in a CDR data represents a phone call, with information
on the caller, callee, the starting time of the call, the duration of the call, and the XY coordinates of the tower that first
channeled the call when the call was first initiated. A sample of the CDR data is shown in Table 1, where ID refers to a user
who initiates or receives a call, X and Y are coordinates of the tower that channels the user’s call, and TIME and DURATION
Fig. 2. Number of days on which at least one record is observed on a single day.
Fig. 3. Average number of records per day per user.
288 C. Chen et al. / Transportation Research Part C 68 (2016) 285–299note that starting time and the duration of the call. For example, the first record represents that user ‘‘J000001” had a call at
8:21:41 at the location (195925, 32464) lasting for 81 sec.
A less frequently used mobile phone dataset is called ‘‘sightings data” (e.g., Ma et al., 2012; Calabrese et al., 2013; Chen
et al., 2014) (see Table 2). A sighting is generated each time a phone is positioned. Thus, each row in the dataset represents a
sighting. One may think of sightings data as somewhat a processed version of the CDR data. It differs from the CDR data in
three aspects: (1) Temporal resolution: sightings data likely has a higher level of temporal resolution than CDR data—while a
single phone call will generate one record in the CDR data, the same call may generate multiple sightings. (2) Spatial reso-
lution: sightings data likely has a higher level of spatial resolution than CDR data. The locations reported in CDR are cell
phone tower locations and thus depend on the density of the cellular network, which varies from as little as a few hundred
meters in metropolitan areas to a few kilometers in rural regions (e.g., Calabrese et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014). On the other
hand, the locations reported in the sightings data are the results of triangulation of multiple towers (AIRSAGE, 2013) and
these locations are widely viewed as device locations as opposed to tower locations in the CDR data; (3) User interactions:
information on user interactions can be directly observed from the CDR data, since both the caller and the callee are recorded
for a single phone call. This is not the case for the sightings data.2.1.2. Number of records
The number of days during which a phone is observed at least once on a single day varies greatly between different users
and this is the case for both types of data. Fig. 2 provides some insights in this regard, using two independent samples: a CDR
sample and a sightings sample.1 Both distributions show a U shape.1 The CDR sample is of 7 days (5 weekdays and 2 weekend days) and the sightings data sample is of 61 days. We randomly removed two weekend days from
the CDR sample, so that the weekend–weekday ratio in both samples is approximately 0.4. Number of days observed (see Fig. 2) in the sightings data was
contracted by a factor of 617 to make it comparable with the number of days in the CDR sample.
Fig. 4. Time intervals between consecutive records.
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(sightings data) or a phone call is made (CDR data), as shown in Fig. 3. For both datasets, there is a peak around 10 records;
overall (without this peak), the distribution shows an exponential pattern, with the majority of the users having fewer than
10 records and a small number of users having a large number of records.22.1.3. Temporal resolution
In general, CDR data is expected to be coarser than sightings data in its temporal resolution. In one paper, CDR data was
found to have an average inter-event time of 8.2 h for 100,000 individuals over a course of six months (Gonzalez et al., 2008).
Using a sightings dataset, Calabrese et al. found an average inter-event time of 260 min, which is much lower than that in
González et al. (Calabrese et al., 2011). They further characterized time interval between consecutive sightings by its first,
second and third quartiles. The authors reported the arithmetic average of the medians as 84 min and found the temporal
resolution of their data was fine enough to detect changes of location where the user stops for as little as 1.5 h.3
Fig. 4 shows the distributions of time intervals between consecutive records, expressed in mean, median, first- and third-
quartiles for the two independent samples. The peaking patterns of the two datasets differ from each other, which reflects
some unique patterns associated with the two kinds of data—for the sightings data, the sightings generated tend to be
clustered together since a single phone call will trigger the generation of multiple sightings; for the CDR data, the intervals
accurately reflect the intervals between consecutive calls.2.2. Current methodologies in big data research
2.2.1. Pre-processing
At any given location in a cellular network, there may be several cell towers whose radio signals reach a device. If these
multiple cell towers have similar signal strengths, the connection of a device may hop between multiple towers even when
the device is stationary. In this case, it may appear that the user travels for several kilometers in just a few seconds. This
phenomenon is known as oscillation in a cellular network. Reflected in the data is a sequence of records that hops between
several towers. A few methods have been proposed to address the oscillation problem. The speed-based correction method
(Iovan et al., 2013) is the most frequently used and works as follows: if tower A is recorded betweenmultiple tower B records
and the switch speed between A and B is larger than a predetermined threshold, oscillation is then detected. This method is2 We do not attempt to make a comparison between two samples, as they are from different localities. The point here is to provide some illustrations of the
two datasets.
3 This suggests that stops of less than 1.5 h may be missed. Many household travel surveys define a stop of more than 5 min as an activity that needs to be
recorded.
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challenge with this method is the choice of a speed threshold that distinguishes between normal and abnormal speeds.
Alternatively, a pattern-based method has been applied in some studies. This method recognizes the unique pattern in loca-
tion updates associated with oscillation—frequent switches between pairs of locations. Lee and Hou (2006) defined the
occurrence of oscillation as when three consecutive switches between a pair of locations are observed. Once oscillation is
identified, all locations involved in these switches are replaced with the location in the pair with which the user has been
associated most of the time. A similar method was used by Bayir et al. (2010). This pattern-based method has the risk of
mistaking the actual movements of a user who frequently travels between two locations for oscillation. Wang (2014)
proposed a hybrid method that works as follows: first, sub-sequences seemingly resulting from oscillation are detected
based on pattern-based approaches; then, switching speeds between pairs of locations are determined for each
sub-sequence; at last, sub-sequences are only updated if the switching speed is beyond a speed threshold as determined
in speed-based approaches.
2.2.2. From traces to activity locations
The spatial uncertainty associated with the big data (either CDR or sightings data) mean that on their own, the location
traces in the data do not represent locations visited or passed through. In other words, these traces need to be processed,
aggregated and derived for different types of activity locations individuals visit.
Generally speaking, there are two main approaches to aggregate the location traces. The first one is to label activity
locations by frequency. This approach is only applicable to CDR data where the number of cell phone towers in an area is
finite. For example, the home location is identified if a phone is being located during night time (e.g., from 9 pm to 5 am)
at a frequency exceeding a pre-determined threshold (e.g., 70%) (Wang, 2014).
The frequency method cannot apply to sightings data, as a location record is the result of triangulation and consequently,
each record is unique. Thus, clustering is often applied. A number of studies use distance-based clustering. For instance, Ye
et al. clustered the location records within a distance of 200 m (2009) and Calabrese et al. used 1 km as the distance thresh-
old in clustering (2010). Clustering methods such as k-means and hierarchical clustering require the number of clusters as
the input. In many applications, the required inputs described above are usually unavailable and the arbitrarily selected ones
bring uncertainty to the clustering results (Ester et al., 1996). Ester et al. proposed a density based clustering method which
uses local density instead of distance to determine the clusters (1996). This method does not require the number of clusters
as an input and is able to detect the outliers that do not belong to any cluster. However, there is uncertainty on the border
points that could belong to multiple clusters.
Another flexible algorithm that does not require the number of clusters as an input is model-based clustering. In this
method, the location records are assumed to be generated from a statistical model. The Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
is one of the most applied models for the clustering analysis (Fraley and Raftery, 2002). A GMM is a weighted sum of multiple
individual Gaussian distributions with unknown parameters and each individual distribution mathematically captures a
cluster. To run this method, only the maximum number of clusters M is required as an input and for each number m from
1 to M, the M clusters are estimated by expectation–maximization algorithm (EM) with the Bayesian Information Criteria
(BIC). At last, the clustering result with the highest BIC is chosen from the M results as the best one. Another advantage
of this method is that its result can be evaluated by the probability that a given observation does not belong to its currently
assigned cluster. Chen et al. utilized this method to aggregate the traces and obtained promising results (2014).
2.2.3. Inferring activity locations (trip purposes)
Most big data encounter a ‘‘trajectory data rich but activity information poor” problem (Gong et al., 2015). Clustering
results in inferred activity locations, but not their types. To derive the types of locations, researchers have used simplistic
methods, such as the frequency-based approach (Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2010; Alexander et al., 2015), which assigns the
most frequently visited locations during day time and night time as home and work locations, respectively, or the model-
based approach (Chen et al., 2014), which predicts location types with a statistical model. Additionally, the land use
information surrounding an inferred activity location can also be used to determine the likelihood of corresponding activity.
The basic idea is to link a location with the nearby POIs (point of interests), by considering several predefined empirical rules
(e.g. attractiveness of POIs, service hours of POIs, and stop durations) (Xie et al., 2009; Huang et al., 2010; Spinsanti et al.,
2010; Gong et al., 2015). Similar methods have also been widely applied by transportation researchers with the GPS data
(e.g., Chen et al., 2010).
2.2.3.1. Deriving origin–destination matrices. OD matrix estimation, one of the most important steps in travel demand
forecasting, has been traditionally performed by directly observing people’s travel patterns with hardware setups to sample
all or a portion of the drivers entering and leaving the study cordon boundary. These technologies belong to a class of active
probing. Observing travel patterns at a large scale has only become possible with the emergence of the passively collected
big data, such as smartphones and smart cards like transit passes and toll tags.
After deriving activity locations, OD estimation involves the calculation of travel times between pairs of origins and
destinations. This involves mapping origins and destinations inferred from the cell phone data (see above) to the trans-
portation network. Depending on the types of mobile phone data sources, this mapping can be done using different
approaches. If the location data is presented in cell tower voronoi polygons (e.g., CDR data) (Iqbal et al., 2014; Larijani
C. Chen et al. / Transportation Research Part C 68 (2016) 285–299 291et al., 2015), the nearest road network node or metro station from the voronoi polygon is often selected to connect the
derived locations to the network. If the location data are in triangulated and processed latitude and longitude positions
(e.g., sightings data), aggregation to a pre-determined zone structure is required (e.g., grids, census tracts, or traffic
analysis zones) (Calabrese et al., 2011). Aggregation to finer geographer areas could lead to noisy and unbalanced OD
representations (Chung and Kuwahara, 2007; Zandlebergen, 2009). This problem is alleviated when zone sizes become
larger (Alexander et al., 2015).
OD estimation also involves the calculation of scaling factors that convert mobile phone derived OD trips (which is still
sample-based) to population-level counts. Several methods have been proposed, for example, using a ratio of census-based
population counts and observed cell phone users (Calabrese et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012, 2014; Alexander et al., 2015),
although this method can be biased when the ratio is high (e.g., over 20 for certain zones with low penetration rates of cell
phones (Calabrese et al., 2011). This method is analogous to the singly-constrained method that scales to either origins or
destinations, as opposed to the doubly-constrained method that seeks to scale to both origins and destinations counts at
the same time (Ortuzar and Willumsen, 2011). A more advanced scaling method involves the calculation of the scaling
factors together with the traffic assignment step, either iteratively (Ma et al., 2012) or as an optimization problem (Iqbal
et al., 2014; Toole et al., 2015).2.2.4. Inferring mode and route choices
Studies that infer mode and route choices from the big data are much more limited, compared to those to obtain activity
locations and infer their types (see above). Inferring route choices typically relies on two kinds of points available in the
mobile phone data: (1) points that indicate activity locations, or origins and destinations; and (2) intermediate points
between identified origins and destinations. These points are overlaid with the transportation network data (roadway or
transit) to determine the most likely route choices. Some studies use intermediate points to infer route choices (Schlaich
et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2012; Tettamanti et al., 2012). These studies first generated a choice set comprising multiple paths
between an origin and a destination. The definitions used to define what accounts for an origin/destination vary greatly,
including census block groups (Ma et al., 2012), Voronoi polygons (Tettamanti et al., 2012), or a large location area
(e.g., LA) (Schlaich et al., 2010). These studies also used different metrics to measure the proximity to road or transit
networks. In other cases, those intermediate data points were not used; rather an incremental traffic assignment technique
was applied (Jiang et al., 2013).
Studies inferring mode choices from the mobile phone data are even sparser than those for route choices. Prior to infer-
ring mode choices, points obtained from the mobile phone data are first overlaid with the network data (e.g., roadway or
transit networks) as is the case for route choices. Afterward, one can identify, for example, air travels, by geo-referencing
trip ends around airport locations within a certain range (e.g., 3 miles) and with certain trip duration (Ma et al., 2012).
An alternative, more direct method is to apply the unsupervised k-means clustering algorithm to partition the records
(in the mobile phone data) into car or transit travels by their travel speeds, if these points fall within the same origin and
destination areas (Wang et al., 2010).2.3. Unresolved issues (for transportation planning applications)
2.3.1. Validation
Unlike travel surveys during which subjects self-report locations visited and modes of transportation used, passively
generated datasets lack ground truth to be validated against. Probably due to this reason, only a few studies using passive
data have addressed this to some extent. The limited amount of studies conducted in this regard suffer the ecological
fallacy—‘‘a conclusion about individual behavior drawn from data about aggregate behavior” (Freedman, 2002). These stud-
ies compare inferred results from the big data (aggregated over all users) to aggregated results from an independent sample.
In some studies, the two samples compared do not match (Calabrese et al., 2013). Though representing a very important first
step toward the right direction, it is worthy to note that the inferred results at the individual level can have a great amount of
errors even though a high level of accuracy is observed at the aggregate level.
Future studies shall develop ways to validate results at the individual level. Potentially, there can be a number of ways. In
2014, Chen et al. (2014) demonstrated a method through the use of simulations. Using two independent sources: a regional
household travel survey and a real-world mobile phone dataset, they generated a simulated mobile phone dataset that has
ground truth information and exhibits similar spatial and temporal patterns as the real-world mobile phone dataset. This
allowed them to assess the accuracy of the inferred results at the individual level. A model-based approach was also
developed to identify activity locations and infer their types. The results are quite promising—the mean number of unique
locations visited with the model-based approach is 2.73 compared to 2.82 as ground truth and 4.62 using the prevailing
approach in the literature (Calabrese et al., 2013). In addition, 70% and 65% of identified home and work places are within
100 m from the true ones. Other methods shall also be explored. For example, transportation researchers have long collected
both GPS traces and survey data, using the latter as the ground truth for validation purposes (Chung and Shalaby, 2005;
Bohte and Maat, 2008, 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Gong et al., 2011). Similar methods can be adopted for the purpose of
validating inferred results from the big data, facilitated by the prevalence of mobile devices in many populations.
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A key issue that has largely been neglected in the current big data research is the representativeness of the data (Liu et al.,
2015). It is widely recognized that mobile phone data is not representative and multiple reasons contribute to this, including
proximity of mobile phones (Patel et al., 2006), multiple mobile phones (Ahonen and Moore, 2006), penetration rates that
vary greatly by cell phone carriers (Experian Simmons, 2011), and sample selection (Wang, 2014). Because the frequency
of phone use varies greatly across users (see Fig. 4), more active users are likely represented in the sample and those users
have been found more mobile than others (Couronné et al., 2013; Ranjan et al., 2012; Iovan et al., 2013). Therefore, sample
selection based on phone usage would potentially result in an overestimation of mobility levels. On the other hand, some
studies (Iovan et al., 2013) also suggested that some mobility measures seem to be immune to this sampling bias. A question
then becomes what mobility measures tend to be immune to this bias, under what circumstances and what information can
be inferred from the mobility measures.
For the big data to be utilized in transportation planning for investment and policy related decisions, the issue of repre-
sentativeness must be addressed. Linking mobility patterns to socio-demographics is important, not just at the area level
(e.g., Shi et al., 2015), but more importantly at the individual level. A new study on predicting individual-level wealth
and poverty status using the CDR data of the same individual shows promising results (Blumenstock et al., 2015), suggesting
that population bias associated with mobile phone data can be potentially corrected. As we transition from Section 2 on the
nature of the data to Sections 3–5 on three important subareas in travel behavior (human mobility) analyses, it is important
to keep those data-related issues in mind, as they contribute to both questions and answers.3. Behavioral factors
One challenge in understanding and predicting human mobility patterns is to explain the factors that give rise to the
observed behavioral patterns. Decades of travel behavior research can shed great light in this. For nearly all types of travel
behaviors, three categories of factors have been consistently found important: socio-demographics, the built environment
(e.g., density, diversity, design, and the distance decay effect) (e.g., Liu et al., 2014 on the distance decay effect), and trip
and alternative related factors (e.g., trip purpose, travel time and costs, reliability). The various mobility patterns identified
from the big data potentially suggest different search strategies being employed by people—for example, the identified
Truncated Levy Flight (TLF)4 suggests a search pattern affected by the built environment, offering corroborations to the vast
amount of studies that examines the role of the built environment on travel behaviors (e.g., Chen et al., 2008). More importantly,
new studies on how the mobility patterns may vary under different built environments will be beneficial in helping us under-
stand how people’s search strategies may change under different circumstances. In fact, the finding of different mobility
patterns (e.g., TLF, exponential, etc.) from recent big data research (Kang et al., 2012a, 2012b) suggests that human movement
is not simply the result of a mechanical process, but to a great extent influenced by a number of factors that vary from place to
place and from population to population.
The excitement in this field is not just on what factors affect travel decisions but more on how these factors have shed
light in the underlying complexities involved in travel decisions. In statistical language, it is about uncovering the underlying
causality mechanisms. In transportation research, alternative theories (from the theory of random utility maximization)
have been tested, including, for example, prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1986),
bounded rationality as a part of decision making processes (Rasouli and Timmermans, 2015), and regret theory (Chorus
et al., 2008). In broader and longer terms of analysis, theory of travel planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991; Bamberg et al.,
2003), the norm-activation theory (Schwartz, 1977; Stern, 2000) and a combination of both (Bamberg et al., 2007) have been
used as an alternative way to investigate and explain individual choice behaviors. At the same time, more recent studies
using big data have started to inquire the underlying mechanisms that result in observed patterns (Jiang et al., 2009;
Schneider et al., 2013). However, these studies still largely attempt to identify (physical) signature patterns that together
make up the observed mobility patterns. These results (e.g., human mobility motifs, preferential return patterns) are insight-
ful, but they do not explain the underlying mechanisms for individual travel choices. Yet on the other hand, based on these
identified signature patterns, we can develop theories and hypotheses about how people make travel related choices and
apply simulation models to validate those hypotheses. For example, one can ask the question ‘‘whether the identified signa-
ture patterns are the results of any of the behavioral theories noted above (e.g., bounded rationality, prospect theory), or
perhaps a combination of them?” Answers to this question will not only advance our understanding in people’s travel behav-
iors, but also our predictive capabilities in travel demand forecasting. And such research requires collaboration from both
small and big data researchers.
Because a single trip is most likely made in connection to other trips made before or after, trip chaining has long been a
focus of many studies, whether viewed from a daily perspective (e.g., daily activity and travel patterns), or a tour level
(e.g., a sequence of trips that start and end at the same location). Hence, there has been active development in activity-
based models, attempting to account for connections between trips within a day (Pas, 1985; Kitamura et al., 1997; Miller
et al., 2004). Because trips are made in the context of where one lives and works, there has been very active research in4 A Levy Flight pattern describes a pattern characterized by many small movement steps connected by a few long-distance relocations. A Levy Flight Pattern
is truncated (thus, Truncated Levy Flight, or TLF) as movements can only take place in finite space.
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behaviors (Chen et al., 2008). One subject that has received substantial attention in the last decade is residential self selec-
tion—people self-select into neighborhoods with characteristics that match their lifestyles (Cao et al., 2006). Because of the
existence of residential self-selection, studies evaluating the effect of the built environment on travel behavior must control
residential self-selection. A number of studies have also brought in the life-cycle perspective, seeking to understand the root
of residential self-selection (Chen et al., 2009; Chen and Lin, 2011). Because of its longitudinal nature,5 big data can shed
insights in this particular area by identifying individuals who relocated (home or work locations) and analyze how the conse-
quent mobility patterns may have changed. To disentangle residential self-selection (from travel behavior to the built environ-
ment) from the built environment effect (from built environment to travel behavior), advanced statistical models that travel
behavior researchers are familiar with (e.g., structural equations models) can be employed (Bagley and Mokhtarian, 2002;
Chen et al., 2008; Mokhtarian and Cao, 2008).
Research in big data mining can help identify additional factors that explain our travel decisions and uncover the under-
lying decision mechanisms. For example, a number of studies show the coupling between one’s social networks and travel
behavior in both time and space (Eagle et al., 2009; Phithakkitnukoon et al., 2012). Given this, we may ponder whether one’s
social relations lead to consequent travel behaviors or vice versa? Perhaps the relationships exist in both ways. Answers to
these questions have several important implications, including shedding new light in additional factors that give rise to
observed behaviors, offering potential intervention opportunities to modify one’s travel behavior through his or her social
network, and motivating or altering social interactions through travel behavior changes.6
Advances in travel behavior research can also at the same time propel the big data research in analyzing human mobility
patterns. Travel behavior research, for example, has long shown that a person’s attitudes and preferences can play an impor-
tant role in trip-making choices (Gärling et al., 1998; Cao et al., 2008). And contrary to the long-held belief that attitudes
remain stable over time, recent research showed that one’s attitudes can change after a behavior change (Wang and
Chen, 2012). Perhaps these results can motivate big data research to move beyond the current state: primarily analyzing
the observed movement patterns, and neglecting the experiences generated and attitudes formed through those movements.
In travel behavior research, attitudes are often solicited from a set of statements written by researchers, while the natural
forms available through big data (e.g., social media twitter data) may reveal new insights about attitudes and values and
stimulating methodological development (e.g., natural language processing). Additionally, a step beyondmostly understand-
ing correlations, but into uncovering causality mechanisms will be welcome. In this regard, research designs (e.g., quasi-
experimental designs) (Shadish et al., 2002) and methods (e.g., structural equations systems) widely used in travel behavior
research for unpacking causality may be deployed (Bollen, 1989; Golob, 2003).4. Model development
In transportation research, discrete choice models (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1994) are the cornerstone model developed to
predict travel behaviors, more specifically choices on modes of transportation, time of day, destinations, and even routes.
Discrete choice models are developed based on the theory of random utility maximization (RUM). RUM assumes that when
choosing from a set of discrete alternatives (e.g., mode choices and destination choices), the decision maker is aware of all
feasible alternatives and their associated attributes, willing to make tradeoffs across attributes, and given these conditions,
he/she then chooses the choice that will maximize his or her satisfaction (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1994). Both anecdotal and
scientific evidence suggest that these assumptions only apply to a certain set of behaviors under certain circumstances
(Chorus et al., 2006; Ramos et al., 2011, 2013, 2014). The standard discrete choice models, e.g. Multinomial Logit Model,
usually hold some common assumptions, i.e.: (1) the random components of the utilities of the different alternatives are
independent and identically distributed (IID) with a type I extreme-value (or Gumbel) distribution; (2) it maintains homo-
geneity in responsiveness to attributes of alternatives across individuals (i.e., an assumption of response homogeneity); and
(3) the error variance–covariance structure of the alternatives is identical across individuals (i.e., an assumption of error
variance–covariance homogeneity) (Bhat, 2000). However, these assumptions would be violated when if a travelers perceive
a higher utility to all transit modes (bus, train, etc.) because of the opportunity to socialize on board with other travelers
(Andrews et al., 2012) or if the public transport system offers different levels of comfort (an unobserved variable) on different
routes. To address this problem, three classes of discrete choice models that relax one or more of the assumptions discussed
above have now been commonly used. The first class of models (labeled as ‘‘heteroscedastic models”) is relatively restrictive:
they relax the identically distributed (across alternatives) error term assumption, but do not relax the independence
assumption (part of the first assumption above) or the assumption of response homogeneity (second assumption above).
The second class of models (labeled as ‘‘mixed multinomial logit (MMNL) models”) and the third class of models (labeled
as ‘‘mixed generalized extreme value (MGEV) models”) are very general; models in this class are flexible enough to relax
the independence and identically distributed (across alternatives) error structure of the MNL as well as to relax the
assumption of response homogeneity. For further discussion on this, please see Bhat (2000).5 To capture long-term choices such as residential location changes, the length of the data will need to be longer than a few months, which is the most typical
length of most mobile phone datasets.
6 Privacy concerns relating to revealing social patterns through phone data will need to be addressed before these connections can be made.
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scopic individual choices and emergent macroscopic behaviors and to re-examine the decision rules used to model travel
related choices. A very first question one can ask is: if every individualmakes travel-related decisions as specified by thewidely
used random utility theory and consequently discrete choice models, what types of mobility patterns will emerge at the
population level?What alternativemathematical frameworkswill generate patterns thatmore closelymimic the oneobserved
at the population level? Agent-based simulations may be employed to answer these questions (Kitamura et al., 2000).
Moreover, there is not a cornerstone model (like the discrete choice models) to predict how individual travel behaviors
may have changed over time. In this regard, development in recent big data studies can offer insights. Song et al. (2010)
showed that the frequency of an individual’s visiting the kth most visited location f k could be approximated as f k  kf,
where f  1:2 0:1. They also calculated the maximum predictability, which is the probability that an appropriate predic-
tion algorithm can predict correctly a user’s whereabouts, peaks around 0.93. Similar results are found by other researchers
(Lu et al., 2012, 2013).
Another potential area of development relates to the formulation of choice sets for destination choice models. It has been
a convention that the choice set for discrete choice models includes all alternative locations within an area (McNally, 2000).
This practice has been applied to modeling both long-term residential location choices and short-term choices for shopping
and recreational activities. It has been widely recognized that such an all-inclusive approach is unrealistic and likely does not
conform to how people search in the real world (Chen and Lin, 2012). Studies in transportation research have attempted to
extend the discrete choice framework to also model the choice set generation process to account for some factors
(e.g., attitudes, perceptions and elimination criteria) (Ben-Akiva and Boccara, 1995). Here, results from the big data research
may provide a specific distribution from which alternative choices can be generated. As an example, some big data studies
showed a Truncated Levy Flight (TLF) pattern for human mobility when displacement (between cell towers) is used, suggest-
ing that small-scale movements are more randomly distributed (more a circular pattern) while large-scale movements are
more likely a function of spatial distribution of the opportunities in the area (more directional bursts). This implies that
the formation of choice sets likely varies, depending on the types of choices interested—perhaps the existing all-inclusive
approach is more appropriate for short-term choices such as shopping and social recreational activities and for long-term
choices such as residential and work locations, what is available in an area may play a more important role. These questions
remain yet unanswered.5. Human mobility patterns
Primarily because of the lack of longitudinal data, the majority of the previous studies in travel behavior research use
cross-sectional data. A limited number of studies have collected small data over an extended period, ranging from 3 to 4 days
to over one month or longer. Recent examples include the British Household Panel Survey, which is now merged into the UK
Household Longitudinal Survey (Clark et al., 2014) and several other datasets (Chatterjee and Ma, 2009; Yanez et al., 2010)
which were collected for special purposes. The metrics used include daily trip rates (Pas, 1987; Pas and Koppelman, 1987;
Pas and Sundar, 1995), daily travel time (Pas and Sundar, 1995), daily trip distance (Stopher et al., 2007) or combination of
some or all (Axhausen et al., 2002), action space (Susilo and Kitamura, 2005), activity time use (Kang and Scott, 2010), and
‘‘unique” trip sequences (Joh et al., 2002; Moiseeva et al., 2014). These studies reveal both a substantial amount of repetition
and variability, when compared between consecutive days (Jou and Mahmassani, 1997; Ma and Goulias, 1997; Goulias,
1999; Simma and Axhausen, 2001; Srivastava and Schoenfelder, 2003; Buliung et al., 2008; Roorda and Ruiz, 2008), or exam-
ined in the combinations of two attributes (e.g., shopping and car) (Hanson and Huff, 1982, 1986; Schlich et al., 2004). The
amount of intra-person variability is found to vary from over 20% to about 80%, depends on the metrics used, the type of the
trips and also the days of the analysis (Kang and Scott, 2010; Chikaraishi et al., 2011; Susilo and Axhausen, 2014). Studies
that developed similarity indexes incorporating multiple dimensions of a daily activity and travel patterns also reach the
same conclusion (Hanson and Huff, 1982, 1986; Pas, 1983, 1988; Schlich and Axhausen, 2003).
Studies using the big data tend to focus on identifying mobility patterns from which predictions can be made. Instead of
using meaningful metrics such as trip rates, travel distance or travel time,7 these studies analyze displacements between
inferred stops (e.g., between two cell power locations) and treat them as a series of random events whose spatial and temporal
distributions are assumed to possess certain statistical regularities (Kang et al., 2012a, 2012b). These results, while informative,
are derived using metrics (e.g., displacements) whose meanings are not clear. In majority of the datasets involving cell phone
towers, displacements are straight-line distances between two consecutively observed cell phone towers. An additional note is
that measurements of straight-line distances are less meaningful than network distances as both humans and vehicles follow
defined ways on earth, under most common circumstances. In datasets involving cell phone sightings, the meaning of a
displacement has more clarity, as one must first infer activity locations (or origins and destinations) from the data. However,
since most of the studies have tried to mine activity locations instead of trajectories8 and few studies have attempted validating
(Calabrese et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014), the meaning of a displacement still is unclear. In other words, the direct use of
displacements in transportation applications is inappropriate, with consequences unknown.7 For transportation planning applications, travel time and travel distances need to be measured between two meaningful locations.
8 Though mining activity locations constitutes a very first step prior to mining mobility trajectories, the two are not equivalent.
Fig. 5. A 3D-illustration of trips, trip segments, tours and daily activity and travel patterns.
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essential steps: first, validation of methods used to mine activity locations and trajectories from the big data (Chen et al.,
2014) and second, the use of meaningful terms such as segments, trips, tours, or patterns. As noted earlier, the limited
amount of work on validation is mostly at the area level, for example, comparing population density calculated from the
big data against the census data (Calabrese et al., 2013), or comparing shares of trip purposes against a travel survey
(Gong et al., 2015).9 While these initial attempts are promising, the field needs many more studies, in particular, those that
can do the validation at the individual level, explicitly answering questions such as ‘‘what percentage of the individuals in a
sample that have their activity locations and trajectories correctly or wrongly inferred?”
To understand some of the meaningful travel-related metrics frequently used by transportation researchers, Fig. 5
provides a 3D illustration of what is, to a transportation researcher, a segment, a trip, a tour, and a daily pattern. A trip refers
to a movement between two meaningful locations, for example, from home to work in the morning, which is also a home-
based trip (defined as trips whose one end is home). In Fig. 5, the trip from home to work has two segments, comprising a
drive to a P&R lot and a bus ride (depicted by two slopes for different travel speeds). At noon, the person goes from her work
place to a lunch place, eats lunch there and then returns to work. This sequence of two trips (from work to lunch, and then
back to work) constitutes a work-based tour (defined as a sequence of trips that start and end at the same location). Both of
these two trips are non-home-based trips. After work, this person goes to a recreation place, spend some time there, and then
returns home. The trip from work to recreation is again non-home-based, but the trip from recreation to home is home-
based. Together, all trips from the first one leaving home to the last one returning home constitutes a daily activity and travel
pattern.
In addition, whenever possible, real-world transportation networks shall be brought into the picture, so that meaningful
network distances are measured. Once these steps are completed, many important follow-up questions can be asked, includ-
ing for example:
1. When measured with clear origins and destinations and in meaningful metrics (e.g., travel time, travel/network
distances), what particular mobility pattern will emerge from the big data?
2. How does an observed pattern vary when different modes of transportation, or different trip purposes are examined?
3. What is the role of the underlying built environment in regulating the observed patterns?
It is our view that the full potential of the longitudinal nature of the big data (often lasting over 1 month) is still yet to be
fully explored. This is particularly important when meaningful metrics are used. We ask some sample questions and by no9 This particular study inferred trip purposes from taxi trajectory data and compared them against a travel survey.
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patterns:
1. What are the various regularity rhythms (e.g., daily vs weekly) associated with different types of trips and how are these
cycles affected10 by the built environment?2. How do these various rhythms interact with each other in forming one’s mobility patterns over time?
3. How does intra-person variability change over time?
6. Discussions
This paper is written with a simple purpose of bringing together two groups of researchers in analyzing human mobility
patterns: travel behavior researchers who have long relied on household travel surveys (small data) and big data researchers
who have recently used passively-generated data (big data) (Chen et al., 2015). To achieve this, we introduce some key
concepts and developments in each field and raise some cross-disciplinary ideas in three sub-areas: (1) behavioral factors
(Section 3); (2) model development (Section 4); and (3) movement patterns (Section 5).
The list of ideas proposed is by no means an exhaustive one, but serves the important purpose of stimulating a discussion
from both groups of researchers and forming collaborations between the two. Indeed, recent papers have shown a conver-
gence between the two groups. Some of the well-known theories in travel behavior are re-discovered in big data research, for
example, the spatial and temporal fixities associated with various activities due to various constraints (e.g., biological)
(Hägerstrand, 1970; Golledge and Stimson, 2007; Schwanen et al., 2008), the history and time of day dependence
(Kitamura et al., 1997, 1998), and the importance of understanding activities behind the trips (Pas, 1985; Kitamura,
1988). These re-discoveries are welcoming, but the field will benefit much more by having more communications between
the two groups. In addition, recent big data studies have started moving toward an analysis scale at the individual level, rec-
ognizing that there is likely a great amount of heterogeneity in a population (Liu et al., 2014), corroborating the decades-long
history in individual-based, activity-based research by transportation researchers (Pas, 1985; Kitamura, 1988).
The paper has likely, inevitably left out additional areas that collaborations between the two groups would be mutually
beneficial. One area is the determination of zones within a study area. While transportation researchers have long used
Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ), big data researchers have often relied upon uniform grids or lattices. Conversations between
the two groups can potentially answer some fundamental questions such as what constitutes a zone in the context of
analyzing human mobility patterns and what methods can be applied to identify a zone using the data that is available?
Great benefits can be derived if both transportation and big data researchers can attempt to answer these questions together.
The resulting collaborations between the two can result in high-quality studies whose analyses are based on sound
understanding of how individuals move in time and space. Equally important, such studies will be directly relevant to the
development of transportation decisions and policies, in terms how we can develop policies (short-term and long-term)
to encourage more environmentally-friendly travel behaviors and build toward a sustainable future.
An additional note of caution as we race toward big data research is the awareness of the amount of fallacies we will
create along the way. In Michael Jordan’s words, the analogy of predicting something with mass amount of data is like
‘‘having billions of monkeys typing and one of them will write Shakespeare” (Gomes, 2014). It is our view that conceptual-
ization of frameworks and hypotheses of ideas as long used by transportation researchers with the small data shall not be
abandoned and continued applications of important research techniques will only strengthen big data research. It is no
doubt that big data research will help advance the field of transportation research and at the same time, it is equally
important to be aware of their pitfalls. It is indeed those pitfalls that make collaborations with transportation researchers
potentially cross-cutting.Acknowledgements
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